FROM: CINCUSKO KOREA SOW MACARTHUR.
TO: CINCUSKO TOKYO JAPAN, DEPTAR TO JCS FOR ACTION (CINCUSKO PASSES)
NHR: 0 63195 160426Z 16 SEP 50

Marines atks this morning linked up the two wings and secured the City of Inchon. The div is advancing and is now approximately three miles east of the city astride the Seoul highway. Air support has destroyed hostile tank and motorised elements attempting to converge on our advance.

All combat and logistical elements maintain planned schedules. The weather continues favorable.

With the liberation of Inchon from Communist rule now accomplished, elements of ROK forces have been charged with the preservation of its internal law and order and with the restoration of its constituted civil government.

ACTION: JCS
INFO: CSA, CSNF, CHN
CM IN 12117 (16 Sep 50) DTG 160410Z fs/c
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